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Book review: Dynamic programming

Applied Dynamic Programming, by RICHARD E. BELLMAN and
STUART E. DREYFUS, 1963; 363 pages. (London:
Oxford University Press, £2 15s. 6d.)

The type of problem giving rise to the technique known as
Dynamic Programming can be formulated in a few words.
Supposing that I want to invest £1000 in 10 projects
("activities") A{ ... Al0 and that the profit of A, in terms of
the invested capital xt is given by a function &(*;). How
should I subdivide my £1000 into 10 portions xt .. . xi0 so
as to obtain the maximum, called /,0(1000), of the total
profit #,(*,) + . . . +£io(*io)?

The answer given by Dynamic Programming is this.
Assume that we already know the solution to the problem
for the case of 9 activities. Allocating £x10 to activity A10
leaves £(1000 — *10) to be invested in Ax ... A9. Naturally,
Xi ... x9 will be chosen so as to maximize the return for
Ax . . . A9, and this maximum has the known value
/9(1000 - jt10).

The return for all 10 projects is then

SioUio) +/9(1000-x1 0) ,

and by varying xl0 the maximum value /,0(1000) of this
expression can be computed.

In general, the problem of finding the maximum f^{x) of
N N

the sum £ &(*j) subject to S *, = * is solved by the
l

recurrence relation

/„(*) = max [gn(xn) +/ n_i(* - *„)]•
Xn

This method, and its modifications for solving generalized
versions of the basic problem, has already been extensively
discussed in Richard Bellman's first book published about
six years ago. In spite of this, reports of its application up
to now have been few and far between and, in contrast to
Linear Programming which, in some industries, is used
almost as widely as PA YE calculations, its "image" is still
that of an ingenious mathematical technique of doubtful
practical value.

The new book should do much to alter this situation.
While the theoretical connections between Dynamic Pro-
gramming and classical methods of analysis (such as
Lagrange Multipliers and the calculus of variations) are by
no means neglected, its emphasis is on practical applications
and on the achievement of actual numerical results. The
remarkable flexibility of the method is shown by the wide
range of its possible uses; among those mentioned in the
book are the loading of a ship of given capacity so as to
maximize the total value of the cargo; transportation problems
with non-linear cost functions; the problem of finding a
defective coin by the least number of weighings; studies of
the reliability of multi-component devices; minimizing the
cost due to shortages of replacement parts; optimum
advertising campaigns; smoothing and scheduling problems;
computation of optimal trajectories; and the minimization
of the number of steps when searching for the zero of a
function.*

The solution of these and other problems is illustrated by
detailed flow diagrams of the programs developed for the
various modifications of the method; and the tabulation of
data and results, together with statements of actual running
times on existing computers, leave the reader in no doubt
that problems of practical importance can be and have been
solved by this method. The book will be required reading
for anyone concerned with problems of optimization that
cannot be solved by more familiar algorithms.

Paper, printing and proof-reading are good, but one slip
(on page 19), though not affecting the argument, should be
corrected in future editions: the statement that 107 seconds
(actually about four months) "is something of the order of
105 hours, and thus of the order of magnitude often years."

D. G. PRINZ

* Another interesting application, using Dynamic Programming
as a subroutine in Linear Programming for minimizing the scrap
in cutting stock, was published too recently to be included (P. C.
Gilmore and R. E. Gomory, "A linear-programming approach to
the cutting-stock problem," Jour. Op. Res. Soc. Am., Vol. 9, p. 849,
Nov.-Dec. 1961)
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